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STATE AIRPORT PROGRAr1
The passage of the Federal Airport Act of 1946 had significant
impact upon airport development in South Carolina. During the first
10 years of the program, financial assistance was provided to the
air carrier airports at Anderson, Charleston, Columbia, Florence,
Greenville, Greenwood, Myrtle Beach, Spartanburg, and small projects at the Orangeburg and Sumter general aviation airports.
The inception of the State Aid to Airports Program in 1957 initiated
the second major airport construction program. This program provided funds to smaller communities in the state to construct airports.
Extension of the federal airport aid program to general aviation
airports resulted in legislation, which enabled the state· to finance
up to 50 percent of airport development costs, exclusive of land.
Fifty-five airports have been included in the state aid program,
which consists of new airport developments and improvements to existing
faci 1iti es.
The Commission has moved to~1ard implementing airport construction
in each of the counties, with priorty being given to industrial opportunity and plant location factors. There is at least one general
aviation facility in 45 of South Carolina's 46 counties. The Aeronautics Commission provides repairs and maintenance to the state
system of airports without cost to the communities. Repair and
maintenance operations consist of building repairs, fencing, lighting,
grading, clearing, and navigation aids.
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The use of private aircraft~ including business jets~ by industry
has also necessitated expansion of many airports in recent years.
From the inception of state aid until July 1, 1969, the total cost
of airport projects in which the state has participated was $5,455,
993. State aid totaled $1,511,733. Community participation was
$2,727,966.
During the past year Commission personnel stationed at Anderson,
Walterboro, Columbia, and Florence have provided maintenance at 63
airports in the State. This work consisted primarily of cutting the
grass on the landing areas, replacing wind socks and boundary markers,
maintaining runway lights and beacons, and remarking paved runw-3ys.
Since the beginning of the Airport Lighting Program, we have
installed runway lights on 36 airports.
In addition to maintaining these lighting systems, we are currently paying the light bill on 20 of these airports. The Commi~sion
feels that these lighted fields do much to improve aviation safety.
The Navigational Radio Beacon Program, which we began in 1972
will provide non-directional beacons at five additional airports
in the State.
Under the new Federal Aid Airport Program, one of the chief concerns of the Commission will be the expansion of many of our exsisting airports to accomodate jet aircraft. The Lancaster and Pickens
county runways have recently been extended under this program. Contracts were let in December to Sharpe Construction Co. and Rockv1ell
Radio for the construction of a new airport at Kingstree and will
soon be let for a new airport in Fairfield county. A 600 foot
extension at Hilton Head will be completed this month.
NEW AIRPORTS RESULT IN MORE JOBS
Cities with airports will have more jobs, a better chance of drawing
industry and a greater potential for growth, according to Federal Aviation Administration's Administrator John H. Shaffer. Speaking at dedication ceremonies for the Golden Triangle Regional Airport in Columbus,
Mississippi, Shaffer said a recent survey of the top 500 corporations
in the United States revealed that 80% of them would not locate new
plants in cities not served by an airport. He said more than half
of the corporations polled would not locate in areas in which the
local airport could not handle heavy twin~eninge aircraft and 64% insisted on airports with commercial airline service. Shaffer said these
figures are significant because eight of ]0 new factories are now being
built in small towns across the nation. Citing u.s. Chamber of Commerce
figures, Shaffer said each ]00 factory jobs means and additional $590,
000 spending in the town.
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BE A LIFE SAVER
We are encouraging all general aviation operators, pilots, airports
with Unicorns, and other facilities to monitor Emergency Locator
Transmitter (ELT) frequencies (121.5 VHF & 243 UHF). Such monitoring
will further enhance the chance of the survival of any pilot and his
passengers in the event they should go down in a remote area.
After December 30, 1973, most U. S. registered civil airplanes
will be required to be equipped with an emergency locator transmitter in accordance with Federal Aviation Regulation 91.52. With
some exceptions, airplanes manufactored or imported after December 30,
1971 are now required to be equipped with an ELT.
VFR FLIGHT NEAR NOISE-SENSITIVE AREAS
Aircraft operators, user associations, airport managers and others
are asked to assist in implementing the procedures contained in Advisory Circular 91-36. Compliance with these procedures would tend
to build public support for aviation and would be a practical indication of pilot concern for environmental improvement.
PROCEDURE
a. Pilots operating fixed and rotary-wing aircraft under VFR over
outdoor assemblies of persons, recreational and park areas, church~
es, hospitals, schools, wildlife areas, and other such noisesensitive areas should make every effort to fly not less than
2,000 feet above the surface, weather permitting, even though
flight at a lower level may be consistent with the provisions
of FAR 91.79, Minimum Safe Altitudes; general.
·
b. Avoidance of noise-sensitive areas, if practical, is preferable to
over-flight at relatively low altitudes.
.
c. During departure or arrival from/to an airport, climb after takeoff and descent for landing should be made so as to avoid prolonged
flight at low altitude near such areas.
d. This procedure does not apply where it would conflict with ATC
clearances or instructions or where, in the pilot's judgment, an
a,titude of less than 2,000 feet is necessary in order for him
to adequately exercise his duty to see and avoid other aircraft.
Frank Kelley
FAA Accident Prevention Specialist

·
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IFR PILOT EXA\1-0-GRA\fo NO. 36
LOST COMMUNICATIONS PROCEDURES- ALTITUDE REQUIREMENTS
Recent analyses of responses received on the Instrument Rating (Airplane) Written Test indicate
that many applicants are confused regarding altitudes to be flown when two-way communications
failure occurs. This Exam-0-Gram will attempt to clarify the most important procedures .
Assume you are planning a "round robin" IFR flight from Pueblo Memorial Airport, Pueblo,
, :-,- - - - - - - - - - , Colorfado, by the route shown on ,------;;;.,,:;:,.c:c.,-c..:::,.-:::,0::::,:::,:::'"::::
,.,-m-..-r,.,-.. ,-,,-----,
0
your light plan in Figure l. The
FLIGHT PLAN
""'"" ......... '·'· .u ...., ..
Enroute Low Altitude Chart seg:, ..., •._,:'""' ....__ !, '·'"'" ,,.,,,,.,;••
ment route is shown in Figure 2.
N2112Y
The FSS weather briefing you
, .......... , ,.,. .. "~" ... ,...
!I , "" ... , c.• !), ....... , t..
:7 ~::~~,, ... , ~ ... (;
1
receive indicates IFR conditions
Atl'lf~E'AHER250/A 150 ....
PUB
· 1400
120
for the entire route. Prior to
t;uiing, you contact "Clear;mce · '"··· •· '· --·
De livery" and receiVe this
V-10 TODD V-lb9 /<IlliG V-210 GORDON V-19 DUB VOR
cleara.uce: AIR REAMER TWO
ONE ONE TWO YANKEE CLEARED
AS FILED- MAINTAIN SEVEN
Figure 1
THOUSAND- MAINTAIN RUNWAY HEADING FOH VECTOR TO VICTOR TEN- SQUAWK ~ERO
SEVEN ZERO ZERO JUST BEFORE DEPARTURE - DEPARTURE CONTROL WILL BE ONE TWO
FIVE POINT TWO.
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After takeoff, you contact Departure Control and receive vectors to intercept V -10.
V-10, you receive further clearance from
~~ _
Departure Control: AIR REAMER TWO ONE .'•x.oo : '!:'.'' ' '· , ~~ ~ , ),(
,
ONE TWO YANKEE REPORT LEAVING SIX
;~oo -L.:.I.J2J. , _
-)
I
THOUSAND - EXPECT FURTHER CLEAR"'"' ·~ ""o <£'
-lo(~-.
1
ANCE TO EIGHT THOUSAND AT mmwAY
'". '""
·,.::-··· -J:•••:INTERSECTION- CONTACT DENVER
'""'"
'
·
CENTERONONETWOSIXPOINTSIXNOW. euad;";","''
'f"'- l ·
I
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When
you attempt
to contact
Denver
Center,
.••
you exp~erience
complete
two-way
communi_
cations failure! What is the correct procedure? Let's consider the rules set forth in
FAR Part 91 which you must !mow and follow .
~ g
-., .
tt
If you are in VFR conditions, or subsequently
8
"••• D. encounter VFR conditions, you" . . . shall
B X!~,
:,·~
\
~0~0-40
. 1. ~
,,
continue the flight under VFR conditions and
o , ., J. ;-:~"'-""""""'
land as soon as practical." Since this Examvu~1~:?R~,. ;../"'\'
1 v111uaoow
Figure 2
0-Gram concerns only altitude requirements,
--< · ·
consider the route to be " . . . AS FILED." According to FAH Part 91, you shall fly " . . . at the
highest of the following altitudes for the route segment being flown: (1) the altitude last assigned;
(2fTiie MEA; or (3) the altitude you were advised to expect in a further clearance (EFC) .

Let's review your present situation. You requested 12,000 feet in the flight plan but were advised
to" . . . EXPECT FURTHER CLEARANCE TO EIGHT THOUSAND AT ORDWAY INTERSECTION."
Review the Low Altitude Chart segment (Figure 2) and note that you would fly the EFC altitude of
8, 000 feet from ORDWAY to BLOOM Intersections. Why? Because the 8, 000 feet in the EFC is
higher than any of the MEAs before BLOOM Intersection. From BLOOM to RATTLESNAKE Intersections, the MEA of 9, 400 feet is higher than the EFC altitude of 8, 000 feet, so you would fly the
MEA. Notice the Minimum Crossing Altitude (MCA) of 10,900 feet at RATTLESNAKE when flying
West on V-210. You must observe this minimum altitude restriction also. Therefore, you must
initiate a climb prior to reaching RATTLESNAKE to cross this Intersection at or above 10,900 feet.
You encounter a still higher MEA of 12,000 feet between RATTLESNAKE and GORDON Intersections. You must continue the climb to 12,000 feet to comply with this MEA. For the remainder of
your flight from GORDON Intersection to PUB VOR, you must descend to 8, 300 feet to comply with
the MEA altituae requirement for this segment of your route. - - - -
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Have you obsei;"ved the rules re arding altitude requirements? Yes, you maintained the n1gnest 01
the app ic le titudes or the" . . . route segment eing lown." Obviously, your problem would
have been much simpler had you received a clearance to 12,000 instead of 8, 000 feet. The
altitude you requested in the Flight Plan would have met, or exceeded, the altitude requirements
along your route.
Consider some of the other procedures associated with complete two-way communications failure
while on an IFR flight . Remember the procedures for transponder operation? Squawk Code 7600
if you have only two-way communications failure; Squawk Code 7700 if an emergency exists . Do
not forget to monitor the navigational aids which are able to transmit voice. ARTC and FSS
personnel will attempt to contact you on any means at their disposal. Help them to help YOU! As
part of your preflight action, you should become familiar with the aids and facilities which are
available along your route. To rephrase an old saying . . . "There are three things which are
absolutely useless to a pilot: (1) the altitude above you, (2) the runway behind you, and (3) the
preflight planning you DID NOT do!"
References: FAR Part 91 and AIM Part I.
• Ex.am-0-Gramsarenon-dlrectlve tnnatureandare
\uuedaolelya.saninlormatlonservicetolndlv\duals
Interested In Airman Written Examinations,

FAA Aeronautical Center
Flight Standards Technical Division
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Oklahoma City, Oidahoma 73125
Exam-0-Grams available free of chargesingle copy only per request. Permillllion
is hereby gTanted to reproduce this
material.

FREQUENCY OF FLIGHT AND ITS EFFECT ON THE ENGINE
We have firm evidence that engines not flown frequently may not
achieve the normal expected overhaul life. Engines flown only occasionally deteriorate much more rapidly than those which fly consistently. In view of this, Lycoming accompanies its listed overhaul life in Service Instruction No. 1009 for all models with the
statement that the engines must be flown at least 20-30 hours per
month and the total time between overhauls must not exceed six years.
Pilots have asked - What really happens to an engine when it•s flown
only one or two times per month? An aircraft engine flown this infrequently tends to accumulate rust. Some operators are running the
engines on the ground in an attempt to prevent rust between infrequent
flights. This may harm rather than help the engine if the oil
temperature is not brought up to approximately 165 degrees F, because
water from combustion will accumulate in the engine oil. The one best
way to get oil temperature to 165 degrees F is to fly the aircraft,
for during flight the oil gets hot enough to vaporize the water and
eliminate it from the oil. If the engine is merely ground run, the
water accumulated in the oil will gradually turn to acid, which is
also undesirable. Prolonged ground running in an attempt to bring
oil temperature up is not recommended because of inadequate cooling
which may result in hot spots in the cylinders, or baked and deteriorated ignition harness and brittle oil seals causing oil leaks.
If the engine can•t be flown, then merely pull it through by hand
or briefly turn the engine with the starter to coat the critical
parts with oil. If the engine is flown infrequently, the oil should
be changed at least every 25 hours to eliminate the water and acids.
Reprinted - Courtesy of AVCO Lycoming Division
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FLIGHT TRAINING CLINIC
The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association will conduct its
lOth annual Flight Training Clinic at Tilford•s Flying Service,
Palm Beach International Airport January the 12th through the
14th. This program will provide an excellent opport~nity to combine a winter vacation with flight training courses.
One of the featured courses will be the AOPA Pinch-Hitter Course.
For wives and other non-pilots who fly in light airplanes. Basic
instruction on how to take over the controls, navigate to an airport
and land safely if the pilot is incapacitated. Four hours each of
ground school and inflight instruction. It is not necessary for
any member of your party to enroll in another Flight Training Clinic
Course for you to be eligible to take the Pinch-Hitter Course.
Others include the 360 degree rating course, the instrument
procedures course, the instrument preparatory course, and the instrument pilot refresher course. The special courses department will
provide written courses for private, commercial, instrument, and
flight instructors ratings.
The Flight Training Cour.ses will pegi n with Ground Schoo 1 at
8:30am on Friday January 12. The Ground School courses will be
conducted at Lake Hotel in West Palm Beach. For further information
contact: Richard F. Busch, Director, Flight Training Operations,
(301) 654-0500 Ext 235 or William D. Reynard, Director, Special
Courses Department, (301) 654-0500 Ext 271.
FAA ITINERARY
Itinerary dates published herein are for the purpose of tansacting
general aviation business, such as providing technical assistance to
the aviation public and conduting written examinations for airman
applicants. In order that we may effectively conduct business, we
request those desiring to transact genreal aviation business to contact this General Aviation District Office for a prior appointment.
One or more general aviation inspectors will be at HAWTHORNE
AVIATION (TRAINING ROm.1), CHARLESTON AFB/MUNICIPAL AIRPORT and THERNAL
B.ELT AIR SERVICE, INC., GREENVILLE DOWNTOWN AIRPORT between the hours
of 10:00 am to 5:00pm on the following dates:
Hawthorne Aviation (Training Room)
January February
March
Charleston, S.C.
24
28
28
Thermal Belt Air Service, Inc.
Greenville, S.C.
17
21
21
In order that we may provide service for a greater number of people,
we are establishing two sessions for private pilots written examinations~
one at 10;00 am and the other at 1:30 pm.
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TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD STUDIES EMERGENCY LANDING TECHNIQUES
A special study recently released by the National Transportation
Safety Board offers considerable new insight into three basic categories of emergency landings:
1. Forced landing: an immediate landing on or off and airport,
necessitated by the inability to continue further flight,
i.e., engine failure.
2 . Precautionary landing: a premeditated landing on or off an
airport, when further flight is possible but inadvisable,
i.e., deteriorating weather, fuel shortage, engine trouble.
3. Ditching: a forced or precautionary landing on water.
A precautionary landing is generally less hazardous than a forced
landing because the pilot has more time for terrain selection and the
planning of his approach. In addition, in some cases, he can use
power to compensate for errors in judgment or technique.
NTSB's report highlights several factors (psychological hazards)
which may interfere with the pilot's better judgment or his ability to
act promptly when faced with an emergency:
A pilot who allows his mind to become paralyzed with the thought
that his aircraft will be on the ground in a very short time, regardless of what he does or hopes, severely handicaps himself in the handling of an emergency. He is reluctant to accept the emergency situation and falls victim to his own desperate attempts to correct
whatever went wrong--at the expense of aircraft control.
Also mentioned in the study was the frequent desire to save the
aircraft regardless of the risk involved when, in fact, there are
many times when a pilot should be more than willing to sacrifice
the aircraft so that he and his passengers can safely walk away from
it.
A pilot facing an emergency landing in terrain which makes extensive aircraft damage inevitable should plan to keep the vital
cabin and cockpit structure intact, by allowing wings, landing gear,
and fuselage to absorb the kinetic energy of the accident before
it affects the occupants; and
Avoid, i f at all possible, forceful bodily contact with interior
structure or components.
How? Here's the NTSB two-point guideline:
1. Maintain aircraft control. Establish a glide at the proper
speed.
2. Select a field.
Plan your approach. Don't change your mind,
once your're committed.
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NEW INDUSTRY GOES WHERE THE AIRPORTS ARE, SURVEY SHOWS
A recent survey of the top 500 corporations in the United States
revealed that 80% of them would not locate new plants in cities not
served by an airport, according to FAA Administrator John H. Shaffer.
Spea~ing at dedication ceremonies for the Golden Triangle Regional Airport in Columbus, Mississippi, Mr. Shaffer said these figures
are significant because eight of every 10 new factories are now being
built in small towns. He cited U. S. Chamber of Commerce figures
showing that each 100 factory jobs means an additional $590,000
spending in the town.
GENERAL AVIATION MAINTENANCE SEMINAR IN TENNESSEE
The Tennessee Department of Transportat1on, Bureau of Aeronautics, in cooperation with the Federal Aviation Administration is
again sponsoring the Tennessee Mid-South General Aviation Maintenance Seminar. The event will be held ·March 27, 28, and 29, 1973
at the State of Tennessee Hangar located on the Nashville t~etro
po 1i tan Airport.
This Seminar brings together the practicing aircraft mechanics
and manufacturers representatives. The mechanics are brought up
to date on new products and the latest procedures while the manufacturers representatives are made more fully a~vare of the problems being encountered in the field.

